Abstract-Low-cost unmanned airborne vehicles (UAVs) are emerging as a promising platform for remote-sensing data acquisition to satisfy the needs of wide range of applications. Utilizing UAVs, which are equipped with directly georeferenced RGB-frame cameras and hyperspectral push-broom scanners, for precision agriculture and high-throughput phenotyping is an important application that is gaining significant attention from researchers in the mapping and plant science fields. The advantages of UAVs as mobile-mapping platforms include low cost, ease of storage and deployment, ability to fly lower and collect high-resolution data, and filling an important gap between wheel-based and mannedairborne platforms. However, limited endurance and payload are the main disadvantages of consumer-grade UAVs. These limitations lead to the adoption of low-quality direct georeferencing and imaging systems, which in turn will impact the quality of the delivered products. Thanks to recent advances in sensor calibration and automated triangulation, accurate mapping using low-cost frame imaging systems equipped with consumer-grade georeferencing units is feasible. Unfortunately, the quality of derived geospatial information from push-broom scanners is quite sensitive to the performance of the implemented direct georeferencing unit. This paper presents an approach for improving the orthorectification of hyperspectral push-broom scanner imagery with the help of generated orthophotos from frame cameras using tie point and linear features, while modeling the impact of residual artifacts in the direct georeferencing information. The performance of the proposed approach has been verified through real datasets that have been collected by quadcopter and fixed-wing UAVs over an agricultural field.
change detection, cultural heritage documentation, resource management, and precision agriculture [1] . The MMS' ability to address the demands of such applications is boosted by recent advances in direct georeferencing and imaging technologies. Direct evaluation of mobile platforms' position and orientation using integrated global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) and inertial navigation systems (INS) is allowing for precise mapping using minimal number of ground control points (GCPs). Modern passive-and active-imaging sensors operating in different portions of the electromagnetic spectrum enable the derivation of a rich set of positional and semantic information pertaining to the objects within the field-of-view of such sensors. In spite of such advances, MMS remain to be expensive systems that require extensive technical expertise for their deployment, data acquisition, and processing of the collected geospatial data. In this regard, low-cost unmanned airborne vehicles (UAVs) equipped with directly georeferenced passive-and active-imaging systems are emerging as alternative mobile-mapping platforms that can suit the needs of several applications such as transportation planning, open-pit mining, pipeline inspection, mapping landslide-prone areas, and precision agriculture. Among these applications, UAV-based MMS are gaining tremendous interest from researchers in the mapping and plant-science fields to satisfy the needs of precision agriculture and high-throughput phenotyping.
Phenotyping is an important agricultural approach that combines methodologies and protocols to quantify plant growth, structure, and composition at different scales of organization, from organs to canopies [2] . The interest in accurate phenotyping is motivated by the global challenge of ensuring crop yield for food and fuel generation using fewer resources while reducing the environmental impact (e.g., diminishing agricultural land, nitrogen fertilizers, and correlating genotype and phenotype traits for advancing crop yield). Traditional phenotyping is based on destructive and labor/time-consuming approaches that are mainly conducted in a controlled environment with limited coverage such as greenhouses. Such limitations are the cause of phenotyping being the bottleneck of advancing crop yield while reducing the impact of agricultural practices on the environment (e.g., reducing the use of nitrogen-based fertilizers) [3] [4] [5] . Therefore, novel phenotyping techniques are critical to alleviate the above-mentioned disadvantages [2] , [6] . In this regard, directly georeferenced passive-and active-imaging sensors operating in different portions of the electromagnetic spectrum could be utilized for 1939 -1404 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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innovative high-throughput phenotyping, which is nondestructive and noninvasive while being capable of providing abundant and diversified information [7] . Mobile sensor systems onboard tractors, tethered balloons, manned aircrafts, and UAVs are becoming popular for their potential in collecting data that is conducive for automated phenotyping [8] . Among the abovementioned mobile platforms, UAVs are rapidly gaining momentum as one of the best approaches for plant phenotyping [9] . The ability of UAVs to fly lower when compared to manned airborne systems allows them to collect geospatial data at high resolution, while covering larger areas in contrast to wheelbased systems. The low cost of consumer-grade UAVs is another advantage that makes them more appealing for plant phenotyping.
To derive a rich set of phenotype traits from a UAV-based platform while reducing the necessary control information, it should be equipped with directly georeferenced RGB-frame and push-broom hyperspectral imaging sensors. Using RGBframe imagery can provide accurate geometric information about imaged fields. Collected spectral data with hyperspectral sensors, on the other hand, provides opportunities for evaluating canopy nitrogen and chlorophyll content [8] , [10] as well as various vegetation indices [11] [12] [13] . Incorporating a laser ranging and scanning unit onboard the UAV would be an added advantage. Unfortunately, the endurance and payload constraints are critical issues that are not allowing for the deployment of a cost-effective and comprehensive UAV phenotyping platform. Therefore, the remote-sensing and agricultural research/professional communities are mainly focusing on the use of UAVs equipped with consumer-grade direct georeferencing and imaging systems (i.e., the comparatively higher expense of laser ranging and scanning sensors is leading to the reliance on passive imaging systems onboard a single or multiple UAVs for high-throughput phenotyping while observing cost constraints).
From a mapping point of view, deriving geospatial information form remotely sensed imagery is contingent on having the internal sensor characteristics, commonly known as the interior orientation parameters (IOPs), and the external sensor characteristics describing the position and orientation of the imaging system at the moment of exposure, usually referred to as the exterior orientation parameters (EOPs). The IOPs can be determined through a dedicated system-calibration procedure or in situ self-calibration exercise within the mapping process [14] , [15] . The EOPs on the other hand can be either determined through an indirect georeferencing procedure using GCPs or directly estimated using an integrated GNSS/INS unit onboard the mapping platform [16] . Using an integrated GNSS/INS unit, one can reduce or even eliminate the need for GCPs while maintaining accurate georeferencing [17] . However, such a reduction can only be achieved by adopting a high-end GNSS/INS unit onboard the mapping platform together with a robust GNSS/INS integration procedure [18] . The use of consumergrade direct georeferencing units would have a negative impact on the quality of derived geospatial information from frame and push-broom imaging systems. Thanks to the recent developments in image matching and triangulation techniques, frame imaging sensors can provide accurate geospatial information in the absence of high-quality direct georeferencing information while using few ground control points [19] . Push-broom scanners, on the other hand, would require accurate direct georeferencing to cope with the inherent weakness in the geometric characteristics of acquired scenes (i.e., the scene is composed of several images that have been collected at different epochs [20] ). An option to mitigate such requirement is using frame imagery to improve the geometric characteristics of processed hyperspectral data. This paper presents such an approach, where frame-based orthophotos are used to improve the geometric quality of partially rectified hyperspectral orthophotos while relying on low-quality direct georeferencing information. In this paper, "partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto" is used to denote a generated orthophoto from a hyperspectral scene, which has been acquired by a platform equipped with a consumer-grade GNSS/INS unit. In other words, the partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto is expected to have geometric artifacts as a result of using inaccurate position and orientation information. Therefore, this paper aims at presenting an approach for utilizing an RGB-based orthophoto with high geometric fidelity to improve the quality of the partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto.
Utilizing RGB-based orthophotos for improving the geometric fidelity of the partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto can be viewed as a registration problem. To effectively address such a problem, one should consider the basic components of a registration paradigm [21] , [22] , which encompasses the following activities.
1) The transformation function that describes the impact of residual errors in the direct georeferencing information on the partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto. 2) The geometric primitives (e.g., point and/or linear features) that could be identified in the RGB-based and partially rectified hyperspectral orthophotos to help with the estimation of the involved parameters in the transformation function.
3) The similarity measure that describes the coincidence of conjugate primitives after the application of the appropriate transformation function-in other words, the mathematical model that incorporates the geometric primitives for the estimation of the parameters associated with the transformation function. 4) The matching strategy that is the utilized framework for automated identification of conjugate primitives in the RGB-based and partially rectified hyperspectral orthophotos. This paper starts with a coverage of related literature that has dealt with indirect and direct georeferencing of pushbroom scanners, in general, and hyperspectral push-broom scanners, in particular, as well as the limitations of developed approaches when considering the imposed constraints by the problem at hand, namely, developing a cost-effective approach for improving the geometric fidelity of partially rectified hyperspectral orthophotos. This discussion is followed by presenting the proposed methodology for establishing the transformation function, geometric primitives, and associated similarity measure for the evaluation of the transformation parameters. Then, experimental results from real datasets acquired by quadcopter and fixed-wing UAVs are analyzed to show the feasibility and the performance of the proposed procedure in improving the geometric characteristics of the hyperspectral orthophotos. Finally, the paper concludes with a summary of the pros/cons of the presented methodology as well as recommendations for future research.
II. RELATED WORK
Geometric processing of push-broom scanners, in general, and hyperspectral push-broom scanners onboard UAV systems, in particular, has been extensively addressed by researchers in the remote-sensing community [18] , [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . This section highlights the conceptual basis of such literature, including previous work that dealt with the integration of push-broom and frame-imaging sensors, while summarizing its limitations when considering the problem at hand.
Push-broom scanners encompassing visible, near-infrared (NIR), and shortwave infrared (SWIR) bands of the electromagnetic spectrum have been traditionally used onboard space-borne imaging vehicles as well as few airborne platforms. Significant research has been dedicated toward providing possible approaches for modeling the perspective relationship between scene and object coordinates [23] , [32] . Habib et al. [32] presented comprehensive analysis of physical and approximate sensor models for scenes captured by push-broom scanners onboard space-borne platforms while reporting the comparative performance of such approaches. Lee et al. [29] developed a rigorous sensor model that relates the scene and object coordinates of identified features in captured imagery using the instantaneous position and orientation of each scan line, which is defined by an onboard GNSS/INS unit. A GaussMarkov process involving tie and control point as well as linear features is used to improve the accuracy of the GNSS-/INSbased position and orientation information. Linear features have been used for deriving better estimate of the instantaneous position and orientation information for the different scan lines to mitigate the burden of having a high-end GNSS/INS unit while reducing the required number of GCPs [33] , [34] . In this work, a point-based procedure is proposed for dealing with nonconjugate points along conjugate tie and control linear features. More specifically, weight-matrix modification has been used to restrict the least-squares minimization process to the normal direction to the linear feature [35] .
Suomalainen et al. [18] utilized a multirotor UAV system equipped with a hyperspectral push-broom scanner in conjunction with a conventional frame camera. Biases in the furnished direct georeferencing information by the onboard GNSS/INS unit are compensated through simultaneous integration of the captured frame images and a digital elevation model (DEM), which is generated from such images using PhotoScan. In spite of the rigorous integration of the different system components, this approach assumes that the GNSS/INS unit together with the frame and hyperspectral imaging sensors are tightly integrated on a single platform. This requirement will limit the adoption of the presented approach to platforms with relatively high payload characteristics and reduce the endurance of the conducted missions. This work does not provide a detailed discussion of the implemented methodology for using frame imagery to improve the platform's georeferencing parameters and the manipulation of the hyperspectral data to produce an orthophoto mosaic. It is expected, though, that this is based on a dedicated software package that requires full access to the raw measurements furnished by the onboard GNSS/INS unit as well as the frame and hyperspectral imagery. Such requirement adds another level of complexity to the mapping process.
Lucieer et al. [25] used a copter-based UAV, which is equipped with a single hyperspectral sensor along with an integrated GNSS/INS unit. In this work, a large number of GCPs is required to improve the geometric quality of the acquired hyperspectral data. Such need would reduce the practicality of using the proposed approach for wide-area coverage. Hruska et al. [26] presented an approach for the radiometric and geometric analysis of hyperspectral imagery captured by a fixedwing UAV. An RTK-DGNSS/INS-integrated unit has been utilized to improve the direct georeferencing information of the platform. Ramirez-Paredes et al. [27] presented a computervision-based approach for the rectification of hyperspectral imagery without relying on an integrated GNSS/INS unit. This approach is based on integrating an RGB frame camera with the hyperspectral push-broom sensor, while the former providing the georeferencing information for the latter. Such integration requires a rigorous camera-calibration process and full access to raw measurements from both sensors to enable a simultaneous bundle adjustment of the available imagery, which would require a dedicated multisensor bundle-adjustment procedure [31] . This is a relatively complex procedure that has high computational requirements.
Based on the above discussion, one can conclude that current literature for improving the geometric quality of orthorectified hyperspectral push-broom scanner imagery has the following limitations:
1) When only relying on hyperspectral imagery, we need to either have a high-end GNSS/INS direct georeferencing unit or an excessive number of GCPs to derive accurate position and orientation information for the individual scanlines. 2) When relying on frame camera and GNSS/INS unit onboard the mapping platform, current literature assumes that the followings. a) The frame and hyperspectral sensors are rigidly fixed relative to each other, which restricts such approaches to UAVs with significant payload capacity and limits the endurance of the mapping mission. b) The user has full access to the raw measurements furnished by the direct georeferencing unit as well as the frame and push-broom hyperspectral sensors while relying on a dedicated and complex software package that can handle such data. 3) When relying on a consumer-grade GNSS/INS unit, current literature does not provide detailed discussion of the impact of artifacts in the direct georeferencing information on the geometric quality of orthorectified scenes that have been captured by a push-broom scanners.
4) There is no simple procedure for improving the geometric quality of orthorectified hyperspectral imagery using frame cameras that have been captured from different platforms while using reasonable number of GCPs. There is no simple procedure for improving the geometric quality of orthorectified hyperspectral imagery using frame cameras that have been captured from different platforms while using reasonable number of GCPs.
In response to these limitations, this paper presents a methodology for utilizing frame imagery, which has been independently captured to improve the geometric quality of partially rectified hyperspectral orthophotos using derived direct georeferencing information from an onboard consumer-grade GNSS/INS unit.
III. METHODOLOGY
The proposed methodology assumes that a consumer-grade GNSS/INS unit has been used to provide the direct georeferencing information (i.e., position and orientation) for the individual scan lines of a push-broom scanner scene. Together with an existing DEM of the imaged area, the direct georeferencing information is used to orthorectify the hyperspectral imagery to the DEM reference frame. Artifacts in the direct georeferencing information will lead to geometric degradation in the orthorectified hyperspectral imagery; hence, we introduced the term "partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto." A set of captured frame imagery by an RGB camera is used together with rough direct georeferencing information and reasonable number of GCPs to derive the position and orientation information of the individual images, a DEM of the covered area, as well as an orthophoto, which will be denoted here henceforth as an RGB-based orthophoto. Thanks to the strength of the imaging configuration of a frame camera as well as recent advances in image matching and automated triangulation, the RGB-based orthophoto is expected to have high level of geometric fidelity. Given the above, one can argue that improving the geometric quality of the partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto reduces to a registration problem of such imagery with the RGB-based orthophoto. Therefore, the proposed methodology will proceed according to the following steps: 1) establishing the appropriate transformation function relating the reference frames of the RGB-based and partially rectified hyperspectral orthophotos as a result of residual errors in the direct georeferencing information; 2) deriving the similarity measure while using possible primitives that could be reliably identified in the orthophotos; and 3) devising a mechanism to reduce the involved number of transformation parameters while considering the relatively smooth nature of residual errors in the GNSS-/INS-based position and orientation information. hyperspectral scanner, which is mounted with the push-broom scanner perpendicular to the flight direction.
A. Transformation Function
To illustrate the relationship between the planimetric coordinates in the partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto and the true coordinates as presented in the RGB-based orthophoto, we start with the point positioning equation of a push-broom scanner as seen in (1), which can be described as a vector summation process-refer to (2) represents the cumulative impact of the erroneous scanner position and orientation on the scale factor λ i , since the sensor height and tilt contribute to the scale. Equation (2) can be expanded to the form in (3), which could be simplified to the form in (4)-and further to the form in (5) 
Equation (7) represents the impact of residual errors in the direct georeferencing information on the ground coordinates of object points. For the center of the scanner that encompasses the image point i, the corresponding biased coordinates r m center (biased) can be derived from (6) as shown in (8) . For a nadir-looking vertical scanner, as can be seen in Fig. 3 , r T , where h is the flying height above ground. Accordingly, (8) reduces to the form in (9) , which could be expended as seen in (10) 
Going back to (7), it can be simplified to the form in (11) while considering a nadir-looking vertical canner, i.e., . 3 ). For a partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto, we are only dealing with the planimetric coordinates. Therefore, we should only be concerned with the xycoordinates in (11) as seen in (12), which could be reformulated as presented in (13) . Since it has been already established that 
Equation (15) , Δω, Δϕ, Δκ, and δλ i ) change along the system trajectory, they will be considered time-dependent and (16) will be reparameterized to the form in (17) . Thus, the registration between the partially rectified hyperspectral and the RGB-based orthophotos would require the estimation of the parameters [a 0 (t), b 0 (t), a 1 (t), b 1 (t)]. Assuming that the sensor is following the depicted scenario in Fig. 1 , Y hyper−o can be used to represent the time of exposures for the different scan lines where
B. Geometric Primitives
Having established the transformation function, the focus will now be shifted to the type of primitives that could be used for deriving the involved parameters in the transformation function. Tie points within the partially rectified hyperspectral and RGB-based orthophotos can be used for parameter estimation. However, depending on the nature of the covered area by the available imagery, the identification of a sufficient number of conjugate tie points might not be feasible. For example, Fig. 4 shows a partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto over an agricultural field, where one can see that it is not easy to define distinct points, which could be identified in the RGB-based orthophoto. Alternatively, one can observe that distinct linear features as represented by the plant rows (along the North-South direction) as well as the alleys between the ranges (gaps) between the plants (along the East-West direction) can be identified in the available RGB and hyperspectral imagery. The question that arises at this stage is how to use conjugate linear features and the point-based transformation function in (17) to estimate the time-dependent parameters
. In other words, we need to figure out the procedure for modifying the point-based similarity measure to handle conjugate linear features. Before answering such question, one should note that the similarity measure in (17) aims at minimizing the Euclidian distances between conjugate points in the available orthophotos after applying the transformation function.
Establishing the similarity measure for conjugate linear features should be preceded by discussing the appropriate representation scheme of the tie linear features. In this regard, one should note that there are several alternatives for representing 2-D linear features including: a) a point along the line and a direction vector; b) two points along the line; c) slope and intercept; d) magnitude and orientation of the normal to the line from a given origin; and e) a sequence of points along the linear feature. Our choice for the representation of the linear features should be based on the nature of the lines in the available orthophotos as well as the introduced complexity to the similarity measure by such representation. For the RGBbased orthophoto, which exhibit high geometric fidelity, a linear feature will be represented by two points, which could be the end points of that line. For the corresponding linear feature in the partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto, it will be represented by a sequence of points. This representation is the only viable scheme for the linear features in the hyperspectral scene due to the fact that inaccurate direct georeferencing would lead to waviness of the linear feature as can be seen in Fig. 4 .
Having settled the representation scheme of 2-D tie linear features, we will proceed with the adaptation of the similarity measure in (17) . Conceptually, the similarity measure could be formulated to minimize the normal distance between a transformed point from the hyperspectral orthophoto and the conjugate linear feature in the RGB-based orthophoto as represented by its two end points (Fig. 5) . However, such a similarity measure will be more complex when compared to the pointbased one in (17) . Alternatively, we can use the point-based similarity measure for reducing the normal distances between the transformed points along the hyperspectral lines and the corresponding linear features in the RGB orthophoto using what has been denoted in the literature as "weight modification" [35] . For such an approach, we will use the point-based similarity constraint to relate nonconjugate points along corresponding linear features (e.g., points j and a in Fig. 5 ), which will be denoted as pseudoconjugate points. The weight matrix for such similarity measure is artificially manipulated to consider only the weight along the normal direction to the linear feature in question. Thus, rather than minimizing the Euclidian distance between conjugate points, we will be minimizing the distance between pseudoconjugate points along the normal direction to the linear feature in question. The weight-modification process starts by evaluating the rotation matrix R UV XY that expresses the rotational relationship between the XY -orthphoto coordinate system and a UV -line-specific coordinate system, where the U − axis is aligned along the linear feature as shown in Fig. 5 . Starting from a weight matrix P XY representing the confidence in the measurements relative to the XY -orthphoto coordinate system, one can use the rotation matrix R UV XY together with the law of error propagation to evaluate the weight matrix P UV representing the confidence in the measurements relative to the UV -line-specific coordinate system as shown in (18) . The P UV weight matrix can be modified according to (19) , where the weights along the U − axis are eliminated only to consider the normal distance to the direction of the linear feature (i.e., rather than minimizing the Euclidean distance, we will only minimize the distance between pseudoconjugate points in the normal to the line direction)-refer to Fig. 5 . This is equivalent to expanding the error-ellipse along the line direction as shown in Fig. 5 . Finally, the modified weight matrix P XY can be evaluated using the inverse transformation of the one in (18) as shown in (20) . For more details regarding the theoretical basis for the weight modification, interested readers can refer to [36] .
At this stage, one should note that the transformation function in (17) converts a point from the reference frame of the RGB-based orthophoto to the reference frame of the partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto. Thus, the miss-closure vector arising from using pseudoconjugate points along corresponding linear features, which will be manipulated by the modified weight matrix, will be aligned with the direction vector of the linear feature in the hyperspectral scene. However, the direction vector of the linear feature in the hyperspectral scene will change as a result of residual errors in the direct georeferencing information furnished by the onboard GNSS/INS unit. Therefore, we will not be able to define the necessary rotation matrix R UV XY for modifying the weight. Therefore, the transformation function should be inverted to express the RGB-based orthophoto coordinates in terms of those for the partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto. In such a case, we have a unique direction vector for the linear feature as defined by the end points of the line in the RGB-based orthophoto. The transformation function in (17) can be manipulated to derive the inverse transformation function in the following equation:
where
C. Reduction of the Transformation Parameters
So far, we have discussed the transformation function as well as the primitives that could be used for the estimation of the transformation parameters relating the RGB-based and partially rectified hyperspectral orthophotos. As can be seen in (21), we are dealing with time-dependent transformation parameters [a 0 (t), a 1 (t), b 0 (t), b 1 (t)] that continually change along the flying trajectory of the platform. Thus, the transformation parameters need to be estimated for the individual scan lines of the partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto.
One can argue that estimating such time-variant transformation parameters might not be necessary and even impossible for the following reasons. 1) The transformation parameters do not significantly change from one scan to the next due to the smooth nature of the residual errors in the direct georeferencing parameters. 2) We cannot have sufficient tie point and linear features for the estimation of such an excessive number of transformation parameters. Reducing the number of involved transformation parameters while considering the smooth nature of residual errors in the position and orientation information can be carried out using one of the following approaches.
1) Direct modeling of variations in the transformation parameters using a polynomial, where the unknowns would reduce to the polynomial coefficients. 2) Establishing reference points along the columns of the partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto. The unknown transformation parameters would reduce to those associated with the reference points (i.e.,
, where i refers to the i th reference point). The transformation parameters at any time t can be derived from those associated with the reference points through a user-defined interpolation polynomial. In this research, we adopt the reference points' approach for the following reasons.
1) It might be difficult to model the transformation parameters variation using a single polynomial unless a highorder polynomial is used. In this case, we might run into the risk of overparameterization. 2) The user can interactively select the reference points at locations where it is believed that there is a new trend of the residual errors in the direct georeferencing information. 3) Using frequent reference points, one can use low-order interpolation polynomials to model the variations of the residual errors in the direct georeferencing information. Having adopted the concept of reference points, we need to derive the mathematical relationship between the transformation parameters at a given time and the respective transformation parameters associated with neighboring reference points, as it is impacted by the chosen interpolation polynomial. To illustrate such a relationship, we will use the transformation parameter a 0 (t) as an example. Assuming that we are using an mth-order polynomial to represent the variations in a 0 (t) among the neighboring reference points, a 0 (t) at a given epoch can be expressed by the mathematical function in the following equation:
. . .
represent the coefficients of the mth order polynomial describing the change in a 0 (t) with time. Assuming that (22) represents the variation in a 0 among n neighboring reference points, the a 0 values at those reference points [e.g., a 0 (i), a 0 (i + 1),
] should satisfy such an equation leading to the expression in (23) . Choosing n to be greater than or equal to m + 1, the least-squaresbased relationship between the coefficients [C a 0 (0),
] can be established as in (24) . Using the expressions in (22) and (24), one can derive (25) , which represents the transformation parameter a 0 (t)at a given epoch as a function of the corresponding transformation parameters associated with the n neighboring reference points. Equation (25) can be reformulated to the expression in (26) , where the elements of the matrix B depends on the time-tags associated with the reference points and the scan line in question. Similar relationships can be established for the remaining transformation parameters. In summary, we have established a transformation function that relates the coordinates of conjugate features in the RGB-based and partially rectified hyperspectral orthophotos using a set of time-dependent parameters
, which are in turn related to the transformation parameters associated with the neighboring reference points as seen in (26) . In this research, n is chosen to be equal to m + 1 (i.e., the number of the involved reference points for evaluating the transformation parameters at a given epoch depends on the order of the utilized interpolation polynomial, e.g., for a second-order polynomial, the closest three reference points to the epoch in question will be used)
. . . 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

A. Dataset and Test Site Description
This section introduces the experimental results from real datasets captured by a hyperspectral push-broom scanner [ Fig. 6(b) ] onboard a fixed-wing UAV platform [ Fig. 6(a) ] and an RGB frame camera [ Fig. 6(d) ] onboard a quadcopter [ Fig. 6(c) ]. The UAVs are flown over an agricultural test field within the Agronomy Center for Research and Education (ACRE) at Purdue University. The test field has 4-row plots that are 30-m long (which are running in the North-South direction) with alleys between ranges (which are running in the East-West direction). The spacing between the rows is based on a randomized complete block design [9] . For the hyperspectral data acquisition, a Headwall Nano-Hyperspec push-broom scanner which has 278 bands in total with about 2.2 nm spectral resolution and 640 pixels per scan lines operating at a scan rate of 330 lines/s with a lens that has a 17 mm nominal focal length is used. The Nano-Hyperspec is equipped with Xsense MTi-G-700 navigation unit [orange box in Fig. 6(b) ]. The hyperspectral data are collected from the fixed-wing UAV while flying at a speed of 16 m/s from an altitude of roughly 120 m. The corresponding ground sampling distance (GSD) for such flight configuration is almost 5 cm. A processing software provided by Headwall is used to generate the partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto. Considering the Xsense's specifications, it is expected that the geometric accuracy of such an orthophoto is in the range of ±5 m.
The utilized quadcopter in this research is a DJI Phantom 2, which is equipped with a GoPro Hero 3+ (Black Edition) digital frame camera. The GoPro camera, whose lens has a 3-mm nominal focal length, acquired imagery on July 15, 2015, along 11 flight lines at a data rate of 2 frames/s from a flying height of roughly 15 m with the platform moving at a speed of 8 m/s and the camera operating at the medium field-of-view mode. This flight configuration leads to a GSD of roughly 1.5 cm. The GoPro camera has been calibrated and tested for the stability of its internal characteristics using an indoor camera calibration test field [37] . The USGS simultaneous multiframe analytical calibration (SMAC) distortion model is employed within the calibration procedure. The RGB-based orthophoto has been generated through the following procedure.
1) A structure from motion (SfM) approach developed by He and Habib [38] is adopted for automated determination of the frame camera EOPs as well as sparse point cloud representing the imaged field relative to an arbitrarily defined local reference frame. 2) An absolute orientation process has been applied to transform the derived point cloud as well as the estimated frame camera EOPs to a mapping reference frame. In this research, signalized GCPs, whose coordinates have been derived through an RTK GPS survey, are used to establish the absolute orientation for the SfM-based point cloud (refer to Fig. 7 for a close-up image of one of the used targets). Following the estimation of the absolute orientation parameters, a global bundle adjustment, which includes the SfM-based tie points, manually measured image coordinates of the GCPs, and corresponding GPS-coordinates of those GCPs are carried out to define the image EOPs and sparse point-cloud coordinates relative to the GCPs' reference frame. 3) Finally, a DEM is interpolated from the sparse point cloud. The DEM together with the bundle-based EOPs and the GoPro IOPs is used to produce an RGBbased orthphoto mosaic of the entire test field (Fig. 8) .
Using check-point analysis, the quality of the RGB-based orthophoto is in the range of ±4 cm. At this stage, we should note that the same DEM has been used to generate the partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto. Fig. 9 shows the partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto for the South flight line. A closer inspection of this orthophoto reveals a heading error, which is manifested in nonorthogonality between the plant rows and alleys between the ranges. The main objectives of the conducted experiments are as follows. 1) verify the feasibility of using the proposed approach to improve the geometric quality of the partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto through its registration with an RGB-based orthophoto. points on the quality of the registration process.
B. Results and Analysis
To address the above-mentioned objectives, tie point and linear features have been manually identified in the RGB-based and partially rectified hyperspectral orthophotos. In addition, locations of the reference points, where the transformation Fig. 10 . Illustration of the compatibility of the measured features in the RGB-based orthophoto and the transformed features in the partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto as well as the locations of the used reference points (in yellow). Fig. 11 . Illustration of the nonorthogonality between plant rows and the alleys separating the ranges before the registration (left) and the recovery of the orthogonality after the registration (right). parameters will be estimated, have been manually established. We used portions of the four hyperspectral flight lines where conjugate point and linear features have been identified. Table I presents the number of utilized tie point and linear features for the different hyperspectral flight lines together with the user-defined parameters for the interpolation process (i.e., the number of specified reference points and polynomial order for interpolating the transformation parameters among these reference points). The quality of the registration is qualitatively checked by visually inspecting the degree of alignment between conjugate plant rows and alleys between the ranges in the RGB-based and partially rectified hyperspectral orthophotos following the resampling of the latter to the reference frame of the former. Fig. 10 provides visualization of the partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto for the South flight line after its registration with the RGB-orthophoto together with conjugate Fig. 11 , where one can see that the nonorthogonality between the plant rows and road edges/alleys between the ranges (left) has been recovered (right) through the registration process. Another qualitative evaluation is illustrated in Fig. 12 , where we show a patch from the refined hyperspectral orthophoto (foreground) on top of the RGB-orthophoto. Good alignment of the plant rows and alleys between the ranges is quite obvious in this figure.
To illustrate the quality of the registration in terms of the alignment between two neighboring hyperspectral flight lines, Fig. 13 shows two neighboring patches from the South hyperspectral flight line (right) and the second central hyperspectral flight line (left). In summary, Figs. 10-13 qualitatively illustrate the success of the proposed procedure in achieving its objective, namely, accurate registration of the RGB-based and partially rectified hyperspectral orthophotos. For quantitative evaluation of the registration quality, we used the following measures. 1) The quality of fit between conjugate tie features, which have been used for the estimation of the transformation parameters, before and after the registration. 2) In some experiments, some of the available tie point and linear features are used for parameter estimation, while the rest are used to evaluate the quality of fit between these features following the registration process (the former is denoted quality of fit for tie features while the latter is denoted quality of fit for check features). In both cases, the quality of fit has been carried out using the estimated residuals as shown in (27) . For conjugate points, the e x and e y residuals for the individual points are averaged according to (28) . For the individual points along conjugate linear features, (29) is used to estimate the residual in the normal direction to the linear feature, where P line is the introduced modified-weight matrix in (20) . The residual for a tie point is based on the fact that we have two discrepancies in the xy-diections. For linear features, on the other hand, the residual describes a single discrepancy along the normal to the line direction. As a result of dealing with nonconjugate points along corresponding linear features, the residuals do not convey the Fig. 14 . RMSE values of the quality of fit for tie and check features before (B) and after (A) the registration while using full (F) or partial sets (P I/P II) of the tie features and first-or second-order interpolation polynomial (full scenario uses all points/lines as tie features, partial I is a reduced set of those features, and partial II is a further reduced set).
degree of compatibility among such feature; therefore, (28) and (29) are adopted to represent the accuracy rather than directly show the residuals
Tables II-V present the statistics of the quality of fit for the tie and check features [mean, standard deviation, and root mean square error (RMSE)] for different configurations of tie and check features while using first-or second-order interpolation polynomials as well as 6, 5, 5, and 5 reference points for the North, South, first central, and second central flight lines, Tables II-V is presented in Fig. 14 . To test the impact of using different number of reference points, we conducted another set of experiments while reducing the number of reference points to 3 while using a first-order interpolation polynomial. Tables VI Fig. 15 . RMSE values of the quality of fit for tie and check features before (B) and after (A) the registration while using full (F) or partial sets (P I/ P II) of the tie features and first interpolation polynomial with different reference point number (full scenario uses all points/lines as tie features, partial I is a reduced set of those features, and partial II is a further reduced set).
and VII report the derived statistics for the quality of fit while using different number of reference points for tie and check features, respectively. A graphical illustration of the reported RMSE values in Tables VI-VII is shown in Fig. 15 . A closer inspection of the presented results in Tables II-VII  and Figs. 14-15 reveal the following facts.
1) The proposed registration procedure has been successful in reducing the quality of fit between tie and check features from roughly ±2.5 m to almost ±0.25 m. 2) Using larger number of tie point and linear features does not significantly improve the quality of fit.
3) The proposed procedure can work in the absence of tie point features, which is the case for the 1 st Central flight line. 4) Utilizing a second-order interpolation polynomial among the reference points does not significantly improve the quality of fit. 5) Using larger number of reference points slightly improves the quality of fit following the registration procedure. 6) It is more practical to use larger number of reference points while reducing the order of the interpolation polynomial among the reference points (this will avoid overparameterization problems).
V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
UAVs equipped with RGB and hyperspectral imaging systems are promising remote-sensing platforms for highthroughput phenotyping at low cost. However, the payload and endurance restrictions of such platforms impose the utilization of consumer-grade direct georeferencing units with the modest ability of determining the position and orientation of the involved sensors. For frame cameras, the strong geometric configuration (i.e., the large angular field-of-view as well as the high percentage of overlap/side lap between neighboring images) can compensate for residual errors in the direct georeferencing information while using few GCPs. For hyperspectral push-broom scanners, on the other hand, the geopositioning quality is quite sensitive to residual errors in the GNSS/INSbased direct georeferencing information. The integration of frame and push-broom scanner imagery could help in mitigating the negative impact of the georeferencing information on the latter. Current literature addressing the integration of such sensors requires either the incorporation of those sensors on a single platform or the accessibility to the raw sensor measurements and availability of dedicated software packages capable of multisensor bundle adjustment. This paper presented a simple approach, which is capable of integrating frame and push-broom scanner imagery that could be acquired from independently flown missions. More specifically, an RGB-based orthophoto is used to improve the geometric quality of a partially rectified hyperspectral orthophoto, which is contaminated by the impact of residual errors in the direct georeferencing information. The paper presented the transformation function relating the reference frames of these orthophotos while considering the impact of residual errors in the direct georeferencing position and orientation information. The research also addressed the utilization of conjugate point and linear features in a simple model to allow for the estimation of the involved parameters in the transformation function. In addition, the proposed methodology presented a strategy for reducing the number of involved transformation parameters while using the concept of reference points together with a userdefined interpolation polynomial among those reference points. The experimental results have qualitatively and quantitatively proved the feasibility of the proposed methodology in improving the georeferencing accuracy of hyperspectral data from ±2.5 m to almost ±0.25 m. The limitations of the proposed methodology are as follows: 1) it assumes that we are dealing with a nadir-looking vertical push-broom scanner over relatively flat terrain, where the elevation variation is not significant when compared to the flying height; 2) the residual errors in the georeferencing information are relatively small; and 3) the user has to manually interfere to identify conjugate point and linear features. Future research will be focusing on addressing such limitations; especially the automated identification of conjugate features in both datasets as well as mitigating the impact of significant deviations from the underlying assumptions.
